THE MORE THE EMPTIER...THE LESSER THE FULLER
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In this competitive world of learnings, things are given indifferently. Every individual has its own sentiments and heartaches. Younger ones tend to be excited at their young age. They do engage their selves fully. But as the duration goes on, the true sense of acquiring knowledge lead them to anxiety and create a big hole of insecurity.

Being sensible for the achievers, you can feel how much they long for having a good time with their friends without talking about their achievements or the soon to be won competition. They wish to act according to their age, without hesitations of being wronged. They dream of moving freely without taking considerations that they are molded as models. They bid to stay late at night chatting on same age youth out there. They do not mind getting dirty outside, under the rain or out in the field with playing with their siblings, classmates or even with cousins. They also covet for space, for them to do their wants and eat their favorites. They crave time for themselves to spend freely. The more achievements they’ve got, the emptier inside they’ve felt. For their achievements do not end up to that but expectations expand at once. The lesser the achievements they may take home, the fuller they feel for themselves for they know once they live up for themselves.

What can we do, now that we want to uplift their sense of positivity? How can we save them from sadness? Be kind and sensible for our children.
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